The distinction of Paul Robeson as a singer does not lie in the physical range of his voice, but in the range of feeling which moves the singer in his choice of songs. The breadth of his appeal may lie in his arrant rejection of all songs—no matter how popular—which do not reflect his own feelings. Thus, Robeson and his songs merge into an indivisible expression.

It is surely unique for a singer of folk songs—for so Robeson has designated himself—to have drawn forth the most impassioned eulogies from the severest music critics, men of learning in entirely unrelated fields and, at the same time, to have appealed for so many years to average people—from miners to housewives.

In essence, Paul Robeson's mode of singing has never changed; only his repertoire of songs has expanded. It is no exaggeration to say that he is the only singer in the world who has mastered with equal ease a Chinese song, a Hebrew chant and an old English ballad.

When asked to discuss himself, Robeson has frequently said that he feels that the songs he sings are more expressive of his exact feelings than anything he can articulate about himself in words. Robeson has sung to the world not for the sake of individual fame, but to communicate to the world through song.

His father was the Reverend William Drew Robeson of the Witherspoon Presbyterian Church of Princeton, New Jersey, where Robeson was born, (1898-1976). His mother was of Quaker faith and of Negro, Indian and English descent. He was born and bred in the heritage of the spiritual, which embodies the deepest emotional and spiritual aspirations of the American Negro.

The Negro Church which bred Robeson and nurtured his natural bent towards singing has fostered every great Negro singer, be it Roland Hayes, Marian Anderson or Mahalia Jackson. The church—the social as well as the spiritual center of Negro life—has had a place for every type of singer. Thus, during his school days, his college years and as he struggled to put himself through law school, Paul Robeson often sang in Negro choirs.

It is not generally known that Robeson first went to England in 1922 while he was still a law student at Columbia University and there he raised his tuition fees by appearing in a play called VOODOO with Mrs. Patrick Campbell. This was the beginning of an acting career that later brought him fame through his roles in Eugene O'Neill's ALL GOD'S CHILLUN GOT WINGS and EMPEROR JONES.

The climax of his acting career came with his appearance in the title role of Shakespeare's OTHELLO. (Another high point was his singing of OLD MAN RIVER in Jerome Kern's SHOW BOAT.) Throughout the war years in America he continued to sing the songs of the people of the world in their own language, the "Songs of Free Men" as his record album was called. Perhaps his most triumphant musical achievement was the interpretation of the cantata, BALLAD FOR AMERICANS by Earl Robinson, which received a coast-to-coast broadcast by CBS in November, 1939 and which Robeson sang to many large audiences thereafter.

With the end of the war, Robeson found himself cut off from the mainstream of American concert life. During the years of his "exile" he continued to study the music of the peoples of the world. In his book HERE I STAND he wrote, "I found enormous satisfaction in exploring the origins and interrelations of various folk music...Interested as I am in the universality of mankind—in the fundamental relationship of all peoples to one another—this idea of a universal body of music intrigued me, and I pursued it along many fascinating paths."

On May 9, 1958 Robeson appeared in his first Carnegie Hall concert in eleven years and convinced critics and audience that his voice still retained its power and beauty. Shortly after this concert Robeson went to Europe, and was greeted everywhere with tremendous enthusiasm.

The present recording offers a true cross-section of his repertoire: folk songs, work songs, spirituals and art songs. Notes by MARIE SETON
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1. **Hammer Song** 2:05  
   With Sonny Terry, Harmonica, Brownie McGhee, Guitar
2. **Water Me From The Lime Rock** 1:35
3. **Scandalize My Name** (Arranged by H.T. Burleigh) 1:55
4. **Jacob's Ladder** 2:55
5. **Witness** (Arranged by Lawrence Brown) 2:10  
   Lawrence Brown, Vocal and Piano
6. **Stand Still Jordan** 3:20
7. **Takin' Names** 2:28
8. **Swing Low, Sweet Chariot** 2:08
9. **Hassidic Chant: Kaddish** (Arranged by J. Engel) 2:40
10. **Wanderer** (Finnish Folk Song, arranged by S. Palmgren) 2:22
11. **Songs My Mother Taught Me** (Dvorak) 2:04
12. **Vi Azoi Lebt Der Keyser** (Yiddish Folk Song) 3:10  
    Lawrence Brown, Piano
13. **The Minstrel Boy** (English Ballad; words by Thomas Moore) 1:57
14. **The Orphan** (Mussorgsky) 1:35
15. **Zog Nit Keynmol** (Song of the Warsaw Ghetto) 2:00  
    (Arranged by Lawrence Brown)
16. **Joe Hill** (Earl Robinson and Alfred Hayes) 3:00
17. **No More Auction Block** (Arranged by Lawrence Brown) 1:20
18. **Some Day He'll Make It Plain To Me** 3:30
19. **Didn't My Lord Deliver Daniel** (Arranged by Lawrence Brown) 1:20
21. **Let Us Break Bread Together On Our Knees** 1:55
22. **Amazing Grace** 3:30
23. **Skye Boat Song** (Hebridean Folk Song) 2:09
24. **Shlof Mein Kind** (Yiddish) 3:02
25. **Now Sleeps The Crimson Petal** (Quilter) 2:00
26. **Passing By** (Purcell) 1:50
27. **Little Gal** 2:45
28. **Kevin Barry** (Irish) 2:10
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